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Diverse cellular processes require microtubules to
be organized into distinct structures, such as asters
or bundles. Within these dynamic motifs, microtu-
bule-associated proteins (MAPs) are frequently
under load, but how force modulates these proteins’
function is poorly understood. Here, we combine
optical trapping with TIRF-based microscopy to
measure the force dependence of microtubule inter-
action for three nonmotor MAPs (NuMA, PRC1, and
EB1) required for cell division. We find that frictional
forces increase nonlinearly with MAP velocity across
microtubules and depend on filament polarity, with
NuMA’s friction being lower when moving toward
minus ends, EB1’s lower toward plus ends, and
PRC1’s exhibiting no directional preference. Mathe-
matical models predict, and experiments confirm,
that MAPs with asymmetric friction can move direc-
tionally within actively moving microtubule pairs
they crosslink. Our findings reveal how nonmotor
MAPs can generate frictional resistance in dynamic
cytoskeletal networks via micromechanical adapta-
tions whose anisotropy may be optimized for MAP
localization and function within cellular structures.INTRODUCTION
Dynamic networks consisting of microtubules, motor proteins,
and nonmotor microtubule-associated proteins (MAPs) are em-
ployed by cells to carry out mechanical tasks. During cell divi-
sion, for example, the mitotic spindle segregates chromosomes
by physically pulling them apart into two daughter cells (Mitchi-
son and Salmon, 2001). In order to effectively perform work,
microtubules are organized by motor and nonmotor MAPs into
distinct architectures. Within these diverse motifs, microtubules
are dynamically growing and shrinking and canmove with a wide
range of speeds and in different directions. As a result, MAPs
experience forces of varying magnitudes, timescales, and orien-
tations, which can modulate their function. Models of forces
acting within microtubule networks broadly consider viscous420 Cell 157, 420–432, April 10, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.drag parameters that oppose the forces produced by motor
proteins, but such drag terms have not yet been linked to the
force-dependent microtubule binding of specific nonmotor
MAPs (Vogel et al., 2009; Wollman et al., 2008).
Thus far, the force-velocity relationships of motor proteins,
which consume ATP to generate directed motion and produce
force, have been well examined. Single-molecule force spec-
troscopy studies of motor proteins have shown that their step-
ping velocity can be decreased when they must work against
an applied force and can increase when an assisting load is
applied (Gennerich et al., 2007; Svoboda and Block, 1994; Val-
entine et al., 2006). These data suggest that the force-velocity
relationship for motor proteins can be asymmetric relative to
the polar microtubule and may be linked to the orientation of a
protein’s motor domain binding relative to the microtubule sur-
face. Structural studies have suggested that nonmotor MAPs
may similarly make precise contacts with microtubule surfaces
(Maurer et al., 2012; Subramanian et al., 2010). However, without
direct measurements of nonmotor MAP microtubule binding
under load, we cannot formulate a relationship between force
and velocity or determine whether there exist similar asymme-
tries relative to the polar filament.
NonmotorMAPs are essential for themaintenance of recurring
microtubule geometries, such as asters and bundles (Peterman
and Scholey, 2009; Subramanian and Kapoor, 2012). Within
these motifs, nonmotor MAPs achieve distinct localizations,
despite the motion of the dynamic microtubule filaments, and it
has been proposed that nonmotor MAPs can act as brakes
against motor protein-driven filament sliding or tag unique
microtubule features (Braun et al., 2011; Janson et al., 2007;
Subramanian et al., 2013). During mitosis, several key MAPs
are needed for the establishment of these distinct cytoskeletal
motifs. NuMA, for example, is required to assemble spindle
poles and asters and is concentrated where the minus ends of
microtubules cluster (Gaglio et al., 1995, 1996). One of PRC1’s
functions is to selectively crosslink antiparallel microtubule
bundles and accumulate within regions of filament overlap
in vitro and in cells (Bieling et al., 2010; Mollinari et al., 2002; Sub-
ramanian et al., 2010). This activity of PRC1 is needed to
assemble spindle midzones at anaphase and for the proper
completion of cytokinesis. EB1 preferentially binds near the
plus-end tips of growing microtubules, tracking these ends
and recruiting a variety of proteins (Honnappa et al., 2009; Jiang
and Akhmanova, 2011; Slep and Vale, 2007). Given such distinct
distributions and functions within the dividing cell, these three
nonmotor MAPs serve as important test cases for microtubule
interactions under controlled loads.
Here, we employ optical trapping and total internal reflection
fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy to characterize the microtubule
interactions of NuMA, PRC1, and EB1 under mechanical load,
measuring their response across different time scales and with
respect to microtubule orientation. We find that, as the proteins
move across microtubules, frictional forces develop that scale
nonlinearly with velocity. Surprisingly, the magnitudes of these
forces vary uniquely with respect to filament polarity. NuMA re-
quires less force to pull it toward minus ends, EB1 requires
less force to pull it toward plus ends, and PRC1 does not exhibit
a bias toward either microtubule end. Mathematical models pre-
dict, and experiments confirm, that mechanically perturbing par-
allel microtubules crosslinked by a dimeric NuMA construct
leads to clustering of the nonmotor MAP toward microtubule
minus ends. In contrast, perturbations to antiparallel microtu-
bules crosslinked by either PRC1 or NuMA do not result in their
directional movement. Our results suggest that the microme-
chanical properties of MAPs may be specifically tuned to self-
organize active, nonequilibrium microtubule networks.
RESULTS
NuMA-Microtubule Binding under Load Is Asymmetric
with Respect to Filament Polarity
Of the threemitotic nonmotorMAPswe examined, humanNuMA
is less well characterized. Therefore, we first focused on
analyzing the biochemical properties of human NuMA. As full-
length NuMA is a large (238 kDa) protein, we used a truncation
that has been previously shown to recapitulatemicrotubule bind-
ing (HarenandMerdes, 2002), termed the ‘‘tail II’’ domain (Merdes
et al., 1996). GFP-tagged human NuMA-tail II (aa: 1868–2091;
hereafter NuMA-tail II-GFP) (Figure 1A; Figure S1A available on-
line) was expressed in bacteria and characterized using four
different assays. First, we confirmed that NuMA-tail II-GFP is a
soluble monomer by both size-exclusion chromatography and
fluorescence intensity analysis of single molecules (Figures S1A
and S1C). Second, TIRF-based imaging indicates that NuMA-
tail II-GFP binds, without bias, along microtubules (Figures 1B–
1D), whereas GFP alone does not (Figures 1E–1G). Third,
microtubule cosedimentation assays indicated that NuMA-tail
II-GFP binds microtubules with affinity (Kd = 1.2 ± 0.2 mM; Hill
coefficient: 1.2 ± 0.1) (Figures 1H and 1I) comparable to that of
other MAPs, including PRC1 (Subramanian et al., 2010). Fourth,
secondary structure prediction algorithms (data not shown) and
limited proteolysis experiments revealed that this domain is not
likely to contain stable secondary structuremotifs in solution (Fig-
ures 1J and S1D); a persistent band at 26 kDa exhibited on the
SDS-PAGE gels was confirmed to be the GFP tag (Figure 1K).
We next examined the microtubule binding of NuMA-tail II-
GFP in the absence of external load. NuMA-tail II-GFP binds
and diffuses on the microtubule lattice with a binding lifetime
(2.8 ± 0.2 s; Figure 1L) similar to what has been measured for
other MAPs (Dixit et al., 2009; Subramanian et al., 2010). The
diffusion constant was measured using mean squared displace-
ment analysis ðD= 53;700± 1; 000 nm2=sÞ (Figure 1M). Meandisplacement analysis reveals that NuMA-tail II-GFP does not
diffuse with a significant bias toward one microtubule end or
the other ðslope= 0:8± 1:6 nm=sÞ (Figure 1N). Similar analyses
in buffer containing higher salt reveal that the binding lifetime de-
creases and diffusion constant increases for NuMA-tail II-GFP
(as well as the other constructs used in this study; Figures
S2A–S2D), consistent with the reported salt dependence of
microtubule interactions for other MAPs (Subramanian et al.,
2010; Weinger et al., 2011). Together, these data indicate that
human NuMA-tail II-GFP can bind microtubules with micromolar
affinity, can undergo unbiased diffusion on the microtubule lat-
tice, and interacts with microtubules via a region that is likely
to be largely unstructured in solution, similar to nonmotor
MAPs such as tau or MAP2 (Tompa, 2002).
To measure microtubule interactions under applied load, we
adapted an optical trap-based methodology used to analyze
the drag and unbinding forces generated by motor proteins
bound to microtubules (Bormuth et al., 2009; Uemura et al.,
2002). Briefly, we employed a calibrated single beam optical
trap (Figures S3A–S3B) to capture microbeads that were
sparsely decorated with NuMA-tail II-GFP, such that primarily
single NuMA-microtubule interactions were analyzed (Figures
S4A–S4C). To examine the magnitude and directional depen-
dence of bead-bound NuMA’s force response over a wide range
of velocities, a polarity-marked microtubule was sinusoidally
oscillated (frequency = 0.5 Hz; amplitude = 4 microns) (Fig-
ure 2A). Experiments performed using constant velocity ramps
(7.5, 10, and 12.5 microns/s) yielded similar findings, consistent
with no significant impact of possible force hysteresis in our sinu-
soidal analysis (Figures S4F and S4G). An approximately equal
distribution of ‘‘left’’ versus ‘‘right’’ polarity-marked microtubules
was selected to minimize possible biases in measurements (Fig-
ure S3G). Using a calibrated trap, we determined the instanta-
neous force on the bead and used the microtubule position to
calculate velocity (Figure 2B).
The raw force data (Figure 2B, black points) exhibited two
prominent features. First, an oscillatory behavior is observed,
with the maximum average force amplitude coinciding with
the maximum microtubule velocity. The peak force values are
significantly higher than the baseline viscous drag of either an
uncoated trapped bead oscillating in the solution or control
conditions in which either the MAP or microtubule were not pre-
sent (Figures S3C–S3F). Second, infrequent large force spikes
were observed (green asterisks, Figure 2B). As these events
were also observed with statistically similar regularity in control
experiments with MAP-bound beads and no microtubules, we
attributed them to transient nonspecific interactions (Figures
S4D and S4E). We therefore developed a threshold-basedmeth-
odology (Extended Experimental Procedures) to systematically
remove these spikes from the data (Figure 2B, red) for subse-
quent analysis.
Binning and averaging these data as a function of velocity
yields a mean force-velocity profile for each MAP-microtubule
pair (Figure 2C). After aligning the data so all microtubule plus-
end-directed motion corresponded to positive force values, we
averaged the force-velocity profiles for 15 unique bead/microtu-
bule pairs, yielding a force-velocity relationship for NuMA’s
microtubule binding under load (Figure 2D). The data were fitCell 157, 420–432, April 10, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 421
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Figure 2. Microtubule Binding of NuMA
under Load
(A) Schematic of the optical trapping assay. A bead
sparsely coated with NuMA-tail II-GFP is held
above a polarity-marked microtubule, which is
oscillated via a piezoelectric stage. Inset: kymo-
graph depicts a representative time course of
a polarity-marked microtubule’s motion (blue line
indicates bead position; vertical scale bar, 5 s;
horizontal scale bar, 4 mm).
(B) Time-series data for a single bead/microtubule
pair are shown: force (raw data, black; processed
data, red), microtubule position, and velocity are
simultaneously recorded during ten periods of
oscillation. Green asterisks mark examples of
transient force spikes.
(C) Force data from (B) are plotted as a function of
velocity (raw data, red; binned and averaged data,
green).
(D) The average force/velocity relationship for
250 oscillation cycles taken with n = 15 bead/
microtubule pairs is shown, with data parsed by
dragging direction (black points, toward minus
end; red points, toward plus end; error bars, SD).
Black and red lines are from a fit using the model
described in Figure 5 ðR2 = 0:9962Þ.
See also Figures S3 and S4.using a function detailed in Figure 5 (see below). The force was in
the sub-pN range and increased nonlinearly to a value of 1 pN
at the maximum microtubule velocity examined. Remarkably,
the frictional force that arose when NuMA-tail II-GFP was
dragged toward the plus end of microtubules was higher than
dragging toward the minus end.
PRC1-Microtubule Binding under Load Is Symmetric
with Respect to Filament Polarity
We next focused on human PRC1 microtubule binding, which is
mediated by a spectrin domain and an unstructured C terminus
(Figure 3A). As NuMA’s microtubule binding domain wasFigure 1. Characterizations of NuMA’s Microtubule Binding
(A) Schematic depicting full-length NuMA and the truncated NuMA-tail II-GFP us
acids [aa]: 1900–1970).
(B–D) NuMA-tail II-GFP (2 nM, green) binds surface-attached microtubules (red)
composite in D).
(E–G) GFP alone (2 nM, F) shows no microtubule (red, E) localization (scale bars
(H) Western-blot-based analysis (anti-GFP) of NuMA-tail II-GFP’s microtubule bi
(I) Band intensities from (H) were used to determine fraction of protein bound andw
(binding affinity Kd = 1.2 ± 0.2 mM; Hill coefficient = 1.2 ± 0.1 (3 independent exp
(J) SDS-PAGE analysis of limited proteolysis reactions performed on NuMA-t
digestion products. The untreated control (C) and molecular weight standards (M
(K) The persistent bands at 26 kDa in the gels shown in (J) were confirmed to be
(L) Diffusion of NuMA-tail II-GFP on the microtubule lattice plotted as a kymogr
horizontal scale bar, 2 mm). Histogram of binding lifetimes is fit to a single expone
n = 1,984 single particles).
(M) The mean squared displacement of single-molecule diffusion events is calcu
Fitting MSD= 2Dt +offset yields the diffusion constant D= 53; 700± 1; 000 nm2=s
(N) Mean displacement analysis of the same diffusion events from (M) are fit to a
Error bars represent SD.
See also Figures S1 and S2.probed in its monomeric form, we sought to do the same with
PRC1. To exclude effects of PRC1’s dimerization, we used a
monomeric truncated construct consisting of the spectrin and
tail domains (PRC1-SC, Kd = 0.6 ± 0.3 mM formicrotubules) (Sub-
ramanian et al., 2010). We expressed and purified recombinant
monomeric GFP-PRC1-SC in bacteria (Figures 3A and S1A).
We find that GFP-PRC1-SC diffused on microtubules and
resided on the lattice with a lifetime of 3.5 ± 0.2 s (Figure 3B).
Mean squared displacement analysis revealed the diffusion con-
stant ðD= 39; 900± 500 nm2=sÞ (Figure 3C), and GFP-PRC1-SC
did not diffuse with a significant bias toward either microtubule
end ðslope=  1:3± 0:4 nm=sÞ (Figure 3D).ed in this study. The microtubule binding domain is highlighted in green (amino
, as visualized via TIRF microscopy (microtubules in B; NuMA-tail II-GFP in C;
, 10 mm).
nding. NuMA-tail II-GFP concentration was 1 mM.
ere plotted against microtubule concentration; data were fit to the Hill equation
eriments).
ail II-GFP with four unique proteases reveals multiple low-molecular-weight
) are indicated.
GFP by western blot.
aph (inset: microtubule, red; NuMA-tail II-GFP, green; vertical scale bar, 5 s;
ntial Aeðt=tÞ (characteristic lifetime t = 2.8 ± 0.2 s, 4 independent experiments,
lated for NuMA-tail II-GFP (n = 136 traces from 4 independent experiments).
.
linear relationship ðslope= 0:8± 1:6 nm=sÞ.
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Figure 3. Microtubule Binding of PRC1
under Load
(A) Schematic depicting full-length PRC1 and the
monomeric GFP-PRC1-SC used for single-mole-
cule analysis. The microtubule binding regions are
highlighted: spectrin domain (green, aa: 341–466)
and unstructured tail (purple, aa: 466–620).
(B) Diffusion of PRC1-SC on microtubules (inset:
microtubule, red; GFP-PRC1-SC, green; vertical
scale bar, 5 s; horizontal scale bar, 2 mm). His-
togram of binding lifetime is fit to a single expo-
nential Aeðt=tÞ (characteristic lifetime t = 3.5 ±
0.2 s, 5 independent experiments, n = 7,655 single
particles).
(C) The mean squared displacement of single
molecule diffusion events is calculated for GFP-
PRC1-SC (n = 233 traces from 5 independent
experiments. Diffusion constant, D= 39; 900±
500 nm2=s).
(D) Mean displacement analysis of the same
diffusion events from (C) are fit to a linear rela-
tionship ðslope=  1:3± 0:4 nm=sÞ.
(E) Time-series data for a single bead/microtubule
pair: force (raw data, black; processed data, red),
microtubule position, and microtubule velocity are
shown.
(F) The average force/velocity relationship for
150 oscillation cycles taken with n = 9 bead/
microtubule pairs (black points, towardminus end;
red points, toward plus end; error bars, SD). Black
and red lines are fits using the model described in
Figure 5 ðR2 = 0:9983Þ.
Error bars represent SD.
See also Figures S1, S2, S3, and S4.We next measured the force generated as microtubule-bound
PRC1 was subjected to external loads. Data appeared qualita-
tively similar to that from experiments performed with NuMA,
revealing force oscillations that correlated with dragging velocity
(Figure 3E). We averaged the force-velocity profiles from nine in-
dependent bead/microtubules pairs (Figure 3F). The mean fric-
tional force response of PRC1 is in the sub-pN range, similar to
NuMA, and increases nonlinearly as the velocity between the
protein and microtubule is increased. However, there is little dif-
ference between pulling the protein toward the plus or minus end
of the microtubule. This is in marked contrast to both our mea-
surements of NuMA’s force response and a previous analysis
of a motor protein (Bormuth et al., 2009).
EB1-Microtubule Binding under Load Is Asymmetric
with Respect to Filament Polarity
Asafinal test case,we focusedon thehumannonmotorMAPEB1,
whose microtubule binding is mediated by a calponin homology
domain and a disordered region in the C terminus (Buey et al.,
2011; Hayashi and Ikura, 2003; Slep and Vale, 2007). To make a
directcomparisonwithNuMAandPRC1,weprobedEB1’smicro-
tubule lattice binding. In previous studies, recombinant EB1 has
been shown to track the tips of growing microtubules (Bieling
et al., 2007) and is known to bind differentially with regard to the
tubulin nucleotide binding state, preferring GTPgS (Maurer
et al., 2012) or GMPCPP (Zanic et al., 2009) over the GDP-bound
state. For all of our experiments, we utilized microtubules poly-424 Cell 157, 420–432, April 10, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.merized with GMPCPP to facilitate direct comparisons between
the different MAPs we examined. We expressed in bacteria the
full-length construct with a C-terminus-fused GFP, termed EB1-
GFP (Figures 4A and S1A). EB1-GFP binds and diffuses on the
microtubule lattice with a shorter lifetime (1.2 ± 0.2 s; Figure 4B)
but also a smaller diffusion constant (D= 19;900± 500 nm2=s;
Figure 4C) than either PRC1-SC or NuMA-tail II, and we did not
observe a significant directional bias of diffusion on the microtu-
bule surface ðslope=  0:9± 1:4 nm=sÞ (Figure 4D).
Optical trapping experiments reveal that EB1 experiences
larger frictional forces when dragged across microtubules than
did eitherNuMAorPRC1 (Figure 4E). Binning andaveraging force
data from 11 separate bead-microtubule pairs reveals that EB1,
like NuMA-tail II, experiences an asymmetry in its frictional re-
sponse, but this asymmetry is inverted relative to themicrotubule
polarity (Figure 4F). Together, these data reveal the microme-
chanical properties of three nonmotor MAPs under load. Strik-
ingly, these three different MAPs have varied responses with re-
spect to dragging direction across the polar microtubule surface.
A Simple Model Predicts that Frictional Asymmetry Can
Lead to Directional Motion in Active Networks
To quantitatively describe the data, we considered models that
account for the force-dependent modulation of a particle’s
diffusive behavior. A simple model, which was employed to
quantify the frictional response of budding yeast kinesin-8, could
be readily applied (Bormuth et al., 2009). Briefly, a protein
Figure 4. Microtubule Binding of EB1
under Load
(A) Schematic depicting full-length EB1-GFP
construct used in this study. The calponin homol-
ogy domain (aa:1–130) is highlighted (green).
(B) Diffusion of EB1 on the microtubule lattice
(inset: microtubule, red; EB1-GFP, green; vertical
scale bar, 5 s; horizontal scale bar, 2 mm). His-
togram of binding lifetime is fit to a single expo-
nential Aeðt=tÞ (characteristic lifetime t = 1.2 ±
0.2 s, 4 independent experiments, n = 2,626 single
particles).
(C) The mean squared displacement of single
moleculediffusionevents is calculated forEB1-GFP
(n = 144 traces from 4 independent experiments.
Diffusion constant, D= 19; 900± 500 nm2=s.
(D) Mean displacement analysis of the same
diffusion events from (C) are fit to a linear rela-
tionship ðslope=  0:9± 1:4 nm=sÞ.
(E) Time-series data for a single bead/microtubule
pair: force (raw data, black; processed data, red),
microtubule position, and microtubule velocity are
shown.
(F) The average force/velocity relationship for
180 oscillation cycles taken with n = 11 bead/
microtubule pairs (black points, toward minus end;
red points, toward plus end; error bars, SD). Black
and red lines are fits using the model described in
Figure 5 ðR2 = 0:9946Þ.
Error bars represent SD.
See also Figures S1, S2, S3, and S4.interacting with a microtubule possesses a diffusion constant
that defines the rate at which it hops between binding sites. If
a force is applied, this rate is modulated by an Arrhenius-like
term that can possess directional asymmetry (Figure 5A; see
the Extended Experimental Procedures for further details). The
force-velocity relationships for NuMA, PRC1, and EB1 are all
well fit to this model (Figures 2D, 3F, and 4F), and three free
parameters are extracted: the diffusion constant D, the distance
between adjacent binding sites x, and an asymmetric distance
parameter A, which represents the change in distance from the
binding state to the energy barrier with respect to the direction
along which force is applied (Figure 5B).
The diffusion constants for all three proteins, independently
measured from both the optical trapping experiments and TIRF
imaging, closely agree (Figure 5B). The step size x for all three
proteins was found to be 8 nm (Figure 5B), which is consistent
with the ab-tubulin dimer spacing, as well as with the observed
binding periodicity from cryo-EM reconstructions of EB1- and
PRC1-decorated microtubules (Maurer et al., 2012; Subrama-
nian et al., 2010). It will be important to test whether this is also
the case for NuMA. Finally, the asymmetry parameter for
PRC1-SC was found to be 0.04 ± 0.09 nm, consistent with a
lack of preferred directionality in the force-velocity relationship.
NuMA’s asymmetry parameter was determined to be 0.48 ±
0.12 nm, indicating that more force is required to drag the protein
away from the minus ends of microtubules. For EB1, this param-
eter was determined to be 0.39 ± 0.10 nm, indicating that more
force is required to drag the protein away from the plus ends
of microtubules (Figure 5B). These values quantitatively confirm
differences in the frictional symmetry for three different MAPs.NuMA and PRC1 likely function in the cell as microtubule
crosslinkers. In this geometry, two microtubule-binding do-
mains connected via a dimerization region would mechanically
crosslink two different microtubules (Figure 5C). We devised
Monte Carlo simulations for ‘‘dimerized’’ microtubule binding
domains possessing the measured mechanical properties to
predict how MAPs would behave in the context of crosslinked
filaments (Figures 5C, S5A, and S5B; Extended Experimental
Procedures). If the microtubules are static, the dimer undergoes
1D diffusion, with no directional preference, regardless of the
binding asymmetry. However, if one of two microtubules in a
parallel geometry is driven periodically, directional motion of a
dimer containing two microtubule-binding domains with fric-
tional asymmetry can emerge. For example, oscillations at
10 Hz with amplitudes on the order of tens to hundreds of nano-
meters results in minus-end-directed migration at rates on the
order of tens of nanometers per second; the more tightly
coupled the domains, the faster the resulting motion (Figure 5D).
Therefore, domains that are linked by stiff structural motifs, such
as the coiled-coil domains found in many MAPs (Compton et al.,
1992; Subramanian et al., 2013), will travel faster than domains
that are well separated by floppy or torsionally relaxed coupling
domains. Simulations reveal that the asymmetric binding
possessed by NuMA-tail II results in the migration of the dimer
complex to the parallel microtubules’ minus ends. In contrast,
crosslinkers whose microtubule binding under load is symmet-
ric, as in the case of PRC1 or NuMA crosslinking antiparallel
microtubules, do not exhibit directional motion, regardless of
how much external perturbation is applied or how tightly the
domains are coupled (Figure 5E).Cell 157, 420–432, April 10, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 425
Figure 5. Quantitative Analyses of MAP-Microtubule Interactions under Load
(A) Amodel depicting themodulation of the rate of diffusion, both unloaded andunder force (black line,microtubule surface energy landscape; orange circle,MAP).
(B) Fits to the force-velocity relationships for all three proteins yield the diffusion constant D (red, force experiments; blue, TIRF imaging), step size between
microtubule binding sites x, and asymmetry parameter A.
(C) A schematic depicting the behavior of a dimerized microtubule crosslinker with mechanical properties calculated from (B).
(D) Time courses of two simulations for dimerized crosslinking MAPs with asymmetric friction under periodic agitation (amplitude = 100 nm; frequency = 10 Hz).
Stronger coupling between the two microtubule binding domains yields faster directional motion.
(E) Calculated dimer velocity as a function of amplitude of perturbation, for different coupling strengths, asymmetry values, and perturbation rates. Using
parameters measured for NuMA, a frictionally asymmetric dimer exhibits minus-end-directed motion under agitation of two parallel microtubules. A frictionally
symmetric dimer (e.g., using PRC1’s measured parameters) or frictionally asymmetric dimer crosslinking antiparallel microtubules (e.g., NuMA) exhibit no
directional motion. (n = 100 independent simulation results per data point; region of primary biological interest at smaller amplitudes is highlighted).
See also Figure S5.Dimeric NuMA-Bonsai-Tail II Can Bundle Microtubules
and Localize to Spindle Poles
To test these predictions, we designed a dimerized NuMA-tail II
construct (Figure 6A). As recombinant full-length NuMA has
proven biochemically intractable, we first expressed a portion
of the N terminus, termed NuMA NTD (N-terminal domain, aa
1–400). Light-scattering analysis of NuMA NTD revealed that
this construct is a dimer (Figure S1B). We next expressed a
construct consisting of NuMA-NTD fused to NuMA-tail II-GFP
(which we term NuMA-bonsai-tail II-GFP) (Figure 6A). Gel filtra-
tion data for both NuMA NTD and NuMA-bonsai-tail II-GFP
further reveal that both constructs are dimers (Figures 6B and
6C). Western blots confirmed the major band to be full-length
NuMA-bonsai-tail II-GFP (Figure 6C), whereas mass spectrom-
etry indicated that the minor bands were NuMA derived, but
were without the GFP tag and would likely not interfere with
our fluorescence-based analyses (Figures S6A andS6B). Further
efforts to reduce the minor bands (30% of major band) that
copurify with NuMA-bonsai-tail II-GFP over a multistep purifica-
tion were not successful, likely due to this protein not having
well-defined secondary structural motifs that would limit adven-426 Cell 157, 420–432, April 10, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.titious proteolysis (Figure 1J). Finally, we confirmed that NuMA-
bonsai-tail II-GFP is dimeric by photobleaching and fluores-
cence intensity assays (Figures 6D and S1C).
We next confirmed that this construct can bundle microtubule
pairs by building ‘‘sandwiches’’ and visualizing them by TIRF
microscopy. Briefly, NuMA-bonsai-tail II-GFP (50 nM) was
added to biotinylated microtubules immobilized on a coverslip
surface. Biotin-free microtubules were then added to generate
‘‘sandwiches.’’ Microtubules and NuMA-bonsai-tail II-GFP
were imaged (Figures 6E–6G), and intensity analysis revealed
that NuMA-bonsai-tail II-GFP (Figures 6H and 6I) has a higher
preference (4-fold) for overlap regions than for single microtu-
bules. While NuMA-tail II-GFP does not bundle microtubules at
similar concentrations (50 nM), it does bundle microtubules at
higher concentrations (200 nM), possibly by forming higher order
aggregates in the presence of microtubules, and is therefore
unsuitable for testing our model’s predictions (Figures S6C and
S6D). We further confirmed that NuMA-bonsai-tail II-GFP local-
ized to the poles of spindles assembled in Xenopus egg extract
(Figures 6J–6L). NuMA-tail II-GFP also localizes at spindle
poles but forms aggregates and does not present the same
Figure 6. NuMA-Bonsai-Tail II-GFP Is a Dimer that Can Crosslink Two Microtubules
(A) Schematic depicting NuMA constructs (dimerization domain, blue; microtubule binding domain, green).
(B) Gel filtration profiles for both NuMA-NTD (black) and NuMA-bonsai-tail II-GFP (red). Void (V0) and peak volumes indicated.
(C) SDS-PAGE gel and a western blot against GFP in gels run with NuMA-bonsai-tail II-GFP.
(D) Sample time courses of fluorescence photobleaching shows multiple intensity steps. Traces are offset for clarity.
(E–G) Microtubule bundles formed with NuMA-bonsai. Microtubules (E), NuMA-bonsai-tail II-GFP (F), and composite (G) are shown (scale bars, 5 mm).
(H) Line scans of the bundle highlighted with dashed blue box in (G). Dashed gray lines indicate relative signal intensities.
(I) Comparison of microtubule and GFP intensity between single microtubule and overlap regions for bundles formed with NuMA-bonsai-tail II-GFP (n = 17 pairs).
(J–L) Localization of NuMA-bonsai-tail II-GFP at the poles of metaphase spindles assembled in Xenopus egg extract. Microtubules (J), GFP signal (K), and
composite (L) images are presented (scale bars, 10 mm).
(legend continued on next page)
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characteristic ‘‘crescent’’ localization pattern as NuMA-bonsai-
tail II-GFP (Figures S6E and S6F). We next measured the binding
lifetime of NuMA-bonsai-tail II-GFP on single microtubules (3.6 ±
0.2 s; Figure 6M), and performed mean squared displacement
analysis (D = 26,000 ± 1,200 nm2/s, Figure 6N) and mean
displacement analysis (slope = 0.6 ± 0.9 nm/s, Figure 6O).
Finally, we measured the binding lifetime of NuMA-bonsai-tail
II-GFP in bundles by ‘spiking’ GFP-labeled and unlabeled
NuMA-bonsai-tail II to visualize single molecules. By fitting the
lifetime data to a double exponential, we were able to measure
two populations (fast, 4.7 ± 0.2 s; slow, 28.4 ± 2.1 s, Figure 6P).
We infer that the fast time constant describes ‘‘passenger’’ mol-
ecules that bind single microtubules, whereas the slower time
constant describes NuMA molecules that crosslink both micro-
tubules. Together, these data suggest that NuMA-bonsai-tail
II-GFP crosslinks microtubules and recapitulates proper spindle
pole targeting.
NuMA-Bonsai-Tail II Moves to Cluster at the Minus Ends
of Mechanically Oscillated Microtubule Pairs
To examine whether crosslinking proteins that possess frictional
asymmetry move directionally on microtubules, we developed
an assay that allowed for the direct manipulation of microtubules
crosslinked by dimerized NuMA-bonsai-tail II-GFP. We gener-
ated ‘‘sandwiches’’ using polarity-marked microtubules and
attached a bead to the end of the free microtubule such that
controlled fluctuations between crosslinked microtubules could
be generated (Figure 7A). By sinusoidally oscillating the stage
and trapping the bead with a greater trap stiffness (0.2 pN/nm),
we were able to perturb the relative position of the microtubules
within the bundle (Figure 7B).
We determined the distribution of NuMA-bonsai-tail II-GFP by
TIRFmicroscopy after a series of brief (2 s) bursts of oscillation at
10 Hz followed by a pause (2 s) to image the GFP signal (Figure
7B). For parallel microtubule pairs (Figure 7C), we observed a
time-dependent increase in NuMA density within the overlap re-
gion in the direction of the minus ends of the microtubules (Fig-
ure 7D). Line scans of the GFP signal were made at each time
point (Figure 7E), and the fluorescence ‘‘center-of-mass’’ posi-
tion was calculated (Figure S7A). This position moved toward
the microtubule minus ends at rates of50–75 nm/s (Figure 7F).
When antiparallel microtubule sandwiches (Figure 7G) were
similarly perturbed, we did not observe directional clustering in
the GFP intensity (Figure 7H), and the intensity ‘‘center of
mass’’ of NuMA-bonsai-tail II-GFP within the bundle remained
largely unchanged (Figures 7I and 7J). Importantly, for each of
the antiparallel and parallel bundles examined, the total GFP in-
tensity in the region of microtubule overlap did not significantly(M) Diffusion of NuMA-bonsai-tail II-GFP on the microtubule lattice (inset: micro
scale bar, 2 mm). Histogram of binding lifetime is fit to a single exponential Aeðt=
single particles).
(N) The mean squared displacement of single-molecule diffusion events is calc
Diffusion constant, D= 26;000± 1; 200 nm2=s.
(O) Mean displacement analysis of the diffusion events from (N) are fit to a linear
(P) Diffusion of NuMA-bonsai-tail II-GFP in microtubule bundle (inset: microtubule
bar, 2 mm). Histogram of binding lifetimes is fit to double exponential A1e
ðt=t1Þ +
Error bars, SD.
See also Figure S6.
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S7C), indicating that the observed clustering is not due to
changes in relative filament geometry.We next analyzed the total
displacement of the center-of-mass position of the GFP intensity
signal from before perturbation to its value after 20 s for NuMA-
bonsai-tail II-GFP crosslinking parallel microtubules (Figure 7K),
antiparallel microtubules (Figure 7L), and dimeric full-length
GFP-PRC1 crosslinking antiparallel microtubules (Figure 7M).
This analysis indicates that NuMA-bonsai-tail II-GFP moves
toward microtubule minus ends when in a parallel configuration,
but not in an antiparallel configuration, and PRC1 does not
exhibit directional motion within bundles (Figure 7N). We find
that faster microtubule oscillations lead to faster NuMA motion
in parallel microtubule bundles, in agreement with our predic-
tions (Figures S7D–S7H).
DISCUSSION
The assembly of microtubule-based structures required for suc-
cessful cell division depends on nonmotorMAPs thatmust expe-
rience significant forces during this dynamic process. We have
shown that, for three different nonmotor MAPs, frictional forces
that scale nonlinearly with velocity are generated as MAPs
move across microtubule surfaces and microtubule binding
under load can differ with respect to filament geometry. Further,
frictional asymmetry can give rise to directed clustering of cross-
linking MAPs within active microtubule networks.
Our measurements of the microtubule binding under load of
single nonmotor MAPs reveal a relationship between the velocity
ofMAPmotion and frictional force. At low velocities, this relation-
ship is approximately linear, resembling the classic Stokes’
viscous drag relation. Cytoskeletal motifs are frequently orga-
nized by clusters of nonmotor MAPs, and the collective effect
of many frictional elements may lead to significant viscous
drag. Our measurements reveal that a single NuMA microtubule
binding domain, for example, could produce frictional resistance
of 0.1 pN at microtubule velocities of 1 mm/s, which is the rate
at which dynein can step under zero external load (Toba et al.,
2006). As NuMA is clustered at spindle poles, we estimate that
there could be on the order of 20 NuMA molecules per microtu-
bule (Extended Experimental Procedures). If frictional forces
scale linearly with MAP number, these interactions would
generate a total resistive force of 2 pN per microtubule, which
is comparable to forces generated by motor proteins (Mallik
et al., 2004; Valentine et al., 2006). The clustered micron-scale
distributions of PRC1 at anaphase spindle midzones and EB1
‘‘comets’’ at the growing ends of microtubules may result in
similar scaling of frictional forces in these structures (Bielingtubule, red; NuMA-bonsai-tail II-GFP, green; vertical scale bar, 5 s; horizontal
tÞ (characteristic lifetime t = 3.6 ± 0.2 s, 3 independent experiments, n = 3,929
ulated for NuMA-tail II-GFP (n = 94 traces from 3 independent experiments.
relationship ðslope=  0:6± 0:9 nm=sÞ.
, red; NuMA-bonsai-tail II-GFP, green; vertical scale bar, 20 s; horizontal scale
A2e
ðt=t2Þ (t1 = 4.7 ± 0.2 s, t2 = 28.4 ± 2.1 s, 3 independent experiments).
Figure 7. Frictional Asymmetry Can Give Rise to Directional Motion of Nonmotor MAPs in Dynamic Microtubule Arrays
(A) Schematic of the optical trapping assay.
(B) Time course of microtubule relative motion. The microtubules are oscillated at 10 Hz for 2 s, followed by a 2 s pause for imaging.
(C) Images of the bead and microtubules, and intensity linescans before and after perturbations are shown for a parallel microtubule ‘‘sandwich.’’
(D) Time course of GFP fluorescence images taken after each microtubule oscillation event.
(E) Line scans of GFP intensity from images shown in (D).
(F) ‘‘Center-of-mass’’ positions of fluorescence signals taken for three parallel microtubule pairs.
(G) Images of the bead and microtubules and intensity line scans before and after perturbations are shown for an antiparallel microtubule ‘‘sandwich.’’
(H) Time course of GFP fluorescence images taken after each microtubule oscillation event.
(I) Line scans of GFP intensity from images shown in (H).
(J) ‘‘Center-of-mass’’ positions of fluorescence signals taken for three antiparallel microtubule pairs. Scale bars, 2 mm.
(legend continued on next page)
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et al., 2007; Mollinari et al., 2002). Our data therefore suggest
that nonmotor MAPs within microtubule networks in cells may
function as viscous elements.
Remarkably, despite having similar magnitudes of frictional
resistance, the three MAPs in these studies each have a unique
asymmetry with respect to the direction of applied load. This
asymmetry can be linked to the order in which bonds that
mediate the interactions with microtubules are broken. Our
studies suggest that under load, ‘‘peeling’’ these interactions
away sequentially from one direction requires more work than
‘‘peeling’’ them from the opposite direction. Similar behavior
has been shown in experiments performed by ‘‘unzipping’’ a
DNA double helix, which revealed that the forces required to
mechanically separate the DNA’s paired bases varied when the
order in which bases were broken was changed (Hall et al.,
2009). As we currently lack detailed structural models for how
the MAPs used in this study, particularly their unstructured re-
gions, bind tomicrotubule surfaces, it is challenging to link our re-
sults to specific interactions and the order of their disruption. Our
studies also reveal that MAPs that exhibit frictionally asymmetric
microtubule bindingwhile crosslinking different filaments can un-
dergo motion if the microtubules are actively driven. Periodic
agitation of microtubules may be common within the context of
the spindle, as proximal poleward fluxing microtubules can
have broad velocity distributions, and entire spindles can un-
dergo oscillations during asymmetric cell division (Pecreaux
et al., 2006; Yang et al., 2007). Additionally, the antagonistic ac-
tivity of plus- and minus-end-directed motor proteins is required
to organize spindle poles (Gaglio et al., 1996) and can result in in-
stabilities that give rise to fluctuatingmicrotubule sliding behavior
(Hentrich and Surrey, 2010). The corresponding region of biolog-
ical relevance is highlighted accordingly in Figure 5E, suggesting
nonmotor MAPs possessing frictional asymmetry could move at
velocities comparable to those of mitotic motor proteins.
Our analyses of the micromechanics of nonmotor MAPs sug-
gest models for how they may contribute to successful cell divi-
sion. For example, the clustering of NuMA within asters could
produce several pN of frictional drag against a single microtu-
bule’s motion and may be linked to the decrease in microtubule
flux velocity observed near spindle poles (Yang et al., 2008). In
dividing cells, NuMA has been shown to reside at spindle poles
with long lifetimes (3 min) (Kisurina-Evgenieva et al., 2004).
These long lifetimes could result in directional motion arising
from asymmetric friction of NuMA in response to microtubule
fluctuations within the spindle, leading to persistent NuMA local-
ization at spindle poles where microtubule minus ends cluster
(Figure 7O). Longer range transport of NuMA across the spindle
could be driven by dynein (Merdes et al., 1996), though biochem-(K–M)Microtubule image, GFP images before and after 20 s of continuous perturba
by NuMA-bonsai-tail II-GFP, (L) antiparallel microtubules crosslinked by NuMA-b
bars, 2 mm.
(N) Change in position of the center of mass of GFP fluorescence after 20 s of cont
PRC1, antiparallel: n = 10).
(O) MAPs with asymmetric friction would cluster toward microtubule minus ends i
MAP motion differ with respect to filament polarity.
(P) MAPs with asymmetric friction would remain evenly distributed in antiparallel
how rates of MAP motion remain the same with respect to filament polarity.
See also Figure S7.
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tent with this model, when dynein/dynactin activity is inhibited
in spindles and spindle-like ‘‘pineapples,’’ NuMA can still be
seen bundling microtubule minus ends at disrupted poles (Heald
et al., 1997; Merdes et al., 2000; Mitchison et al., 2013). Similarly,
EB1 is known to interact with a variety of proteins that contain a
SxIP domain, including microtubule binding proteins kinesin-5,
Tastin, and DDA3 (Jiang et al., 2012). If these binding partners
interact with both EB1 and other microtubules within dense
filament networks, then EB1 may mediate linkages between
different microtubules, favoring the maintenance of interactions
at microtubule plus ends. Conversely, a protein that lacks fric-
tional asymmetry or preferentially crosslinks antiparallel microtu-
bules, such as PRC1, would remain uniformly distributed
throughout the region of overlap in the face of microtubule fluc-
tuations (Figure 7P). Within the spindle midzone, PRC1’s uniform
distribution could persist regardless of external perturbations to
the microtubules, contributing to the successful completion of
the final stages of cell division.
The directional motion and clustering of nonmotor MAPs that
lack enzymatic activity appear to be problematic from the
perspective of thermodynamics. Models of directional motion
for motor proteins consider the hydrolysis of ATP as a symme-
try-breaking external source of energy (Bustamante et al.,
2001; Magnasco, 1993). Motor proteins can diffuse along the
microtubule lattice, but the binding and hydrolysis of ATP serves
to rectify the thermal fluctuations and lead to directional motion.
The nonmotor MAPs examined here, however, do not harness
energy from nucleotide hydrolysis. Instead, our results show
that external mechanical perturbations coupled with frictional
asymmetry can play a similar rectification role and result in the
directional motion of nonmotor MAPs. It is important to stress
that in the absence of such externally applied energy, we predict
that crosslinking proteins will diffuse without directional prefer-
ence, and therefore no useful work is performed via thermal fluc-
tuations alone.
The behavior of nonmotor proteins under load can be consid-
ered in terms of familiar mechanical analogs. The asymmetric
friction described in this work can be likened to a toy finger
trap, where pulling in one direction produces more resistance
than pushing in the other. Such behavior may inform on the func-
tion of nonmotor proteins within dynamic polymer networks,
including not just microtubules but also DNA- and actin-based
systems. Motor proteins, such as kinesins and myosins, in the
case of cytoskeletal filaments, and polymerases or helicases,
in the case of DNA and RNA, can generate external forces that
give rise to polymer dynamics. It is likely that these proteins’ fric-
tional resistance to motion will depend on polymer orientation,tions, and line scans of GFP intensities for (K) parallel microtubules crosslinked
onsai-tail II-GFP, and (M) antiparallel microtubules crosslinked by PRC1. Scale
inuous perturbations at 10 Hz (NuMA, parallel: n = 10; NuMA, antiparallel: n = 9;
n asters. A schematic of the energy landscape under force shows how rates of
microtubule bundles. A schematic of the energy landscape under force shows
and additional studies are needed to examine these interactions
under load. Our findings suggest that tuned frictional symmetry
could result in distinct directional motions and distributions of
passively bound nonmotor proteins to self-organize complex
and diverse biological networks.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Optical Trapping
A 1,064 nm single-mode TEM00 laser (CrystaLaser IRCL-2W-1064, two-watt
CW laser) was collimated, expanded with a 2X telescope, and steered with a
1:1 telescope onto a NA-1.49 100X Plan Apo TIRF objective (Nikon), which
was housed in a Nikon Eclipse Ti microscope. Sample chambers were
mounted on a three-axis piezo-electric stage (Mad City Labs Nano LP-200),
which could be moved via computer control (custom-built LabView 2010
routines) or driven by an external voltage from a function generator.
After interacting with the trapped bead in the sample volume, the laser light
was collected by an NA-1.4 condenser lens (MEL-41410, oil immersion,
Nikon), redirected by a dichroic mirror, and focused onto a quadrant photo-
diode position-sensitive detector (QP50-6SD2, Pacific Silicon Sensors, plus
homemade electronics). The output signal was digitized using a National
Instruments PCI-6251 M-Series DAQ card and was sampled at 10 kHz for all
experiments. Data were acquired and processed using software routines
written in LabView.
Sample Chamber Preparation
Sample chambers were made using 18mm3 18mm coverslips that had been
coated with biotin-PEG/PEG in a 1:75 ratio. Flow chambers (8–10 ml volume)
were built by applying two strips of double-sided tape to a microscope slide
and applying the coverslip. Chambers were incubated with casein (0.5 mg/
ml) in 1XBRB80 (80 mM K-PIPES [pH 6.8], 1 mM MgCl2, and 1 mM EGTA)
for 2min and then washedwith three chamber volumes of 1XBRB80 to remove
any unbound protein. Neutravidin at 0.5 mg/ml in 1XBRB80 was incubated for
2min, followed by washing. Next, microtubules suspended in a buffer contain-
ing 1XBRB80, 20 mM taxol, and 80 mM KCl were introduced into the chamber.
After 5min of incubation,10–20 surface-boundmicrotubules were visible per
field of view.
For all experiments, buffer was composed of 1XBRB80 (80 mM K-PIPES
[pH 6.8], 1 mM MgCl2, and 1 mM EGTA), 20 mM taxol, 0.5 mg/ml filtered
casein, oxygen depletion system (40 mg/ml glucose oxidase, 35 mg/ml cata-
lase, 25mMglucose, and 2mMDTT), and the addition of either protein-coated
beads (optical trapping) or protein (fluorescence imaging). All experiments
were performed at 23C.
Fluorescence Microscopy
Images were acquired with an Andor iXon DU-897 EM-CCD camera (typical
exposure time = 200 ms; EM gain = 200). TIRF excitation was achieved with
a 488 nm DPSS laser (Spectra-physics) for GFP and a 561 nm DPSS laser
(Cobalt) for X-rhodamine. Image collection was performed with Andor iQ soft-
ware. Image analysis was performed with both ImageJ and custom-written
LabView software.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes Extended Experimental Procedures and
seven figures and can be found with this article online at http://dx.doi.org/
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